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Abstract 
We present an  eficient and gmrnetricdly intuitive Problems with this approach 

algorithm to reliably interpret the image velocities of 
moving objects in 31). rt is well known that  in a small 
neighbourbood the image motion of points on a plane 
i a  characterised by an afine transformation. We show 
th& the relative image motion of a nearby non-coplanar 
point and its projection on the plane is equivalent to mo- 
tion pamE1nr and that it is a sehble  geometric cue to 3D 
shape and viewer/ot>ject motion. In particular we ahow 
how to interpret the motion parallax vector of a fourth 
point and the turf, diue~gence and defownalion compw 
nents of the affine transformation (defined by the Ehree 
points of the plane) in order to recover the projection 
of the axis of rotation of a moving object: the change 
i n  relative poaition of the object; the rotation about the 
say; the t i l l  of the surface and a one parameter family 
of solutions for the slant as a function of the magnitude 
af tllc rotation of the object. The latter is a manifmta- 
tion of the bas-relief ambiguity. These measurements, 
allhough representing an incomplete solution to struc- 
ture from motion, can be relierhly extracted from 2 views 
evcn when perspective effects are small. 

We present a real-time example in which the 3D vie 
sun1 interpretat ion of hand gestures or a hand-held ob- 
ject is used as part of a man-machine interface. Thin is 
an  alternative to the Polhemua coil instrumented Data- 
g f a v ~  commonly uspd in sensing manual gestures. 

I Introduction 

Structure from mot ion 

T h e  way appearances change in the image due lo rela- 
tive motion between the viewer and the scene is a well 
known cuc for the perception 01 3D shape and motion. 
Compi~tational attempts to quantify the perception of 
3n shape have determined the number of points and the 
number of views needed to recover the ~patial configu- 
ration of the points and the motion compatible with the 
views. Ullman, in his well-known structure from motion 
theorem 1161, showed that a minimum of three distinct 
orthographic views of four non-planar points in a rigid 
configuration allow the structure and motion to be com- 
pletely determined, lf perspcct ive project ion is assumed 
t w o  views are, in principle, suficient. In fact two views 
of eight points allow the problem to br solved with lin- 
ear methods IS] while five points from two views give a 
finite number of solutions 121. 

Although structure from motion algorithms bawd on 
t hese formulations have been successiul~y applird in p h e  
tagrammetry and some robotics systems [3j when a wide 
field of view, a large range in depths and a large number 
of accurately measured image data points are msured, 
these algorithms have been of little or no practical use 
in malysing imagery in which the object of interest oc- 
cupim a small part of the  field of view or i s  distant. 

In this paper we summarise why structure i ~ o m  me 
tion algorithms are often very sensitive to errors in the 
measured image velocities and then show how to cfi- 
ciently and rpliably extract an incomplete solution. We 
also show how to augment this into a complete soli~tion 
if additional constraints or views are available. 

The main problrms with existing s t suc tur~  from mo- 
t ion forrnulation~ are: 

1. Perspective effects are often small 

Structure from motion algorithms attempt to de- 
liver a complete quantitative solution to thc viewer 
or object motion (hoth 3D translation and 3D ro- 
tation) and then  to reconstruct a euclidean 3D 
copy of the scene. Such complete quantitative solu- 
tions to the structure from motion problem, haw- 
ever, are not only often ta, difficult, but are nil- 
merically ill-condi tioned, often failing in a grace- 
less lashion [ I  51 in the prescnce of image memure- 
merit noise. This is because they rely on the mea- 
surement of perspective effects which can t)e very 
small. ln  such cases the effects in the image or 
viewer translations parallel to the image plane are 
very dificul t to discern from rotations ahou t axes 

parallel to the image plane. Another amhigi~ity 
which often arises is the bos-refief ambiguity [ 4 ]  
which concerns the difficulty of distinguishing be- 
tween a ushallow" structure close to the  viewer and 
'deepn structurm further away when p~rspective 
effects are sma11. Note that this concerns surface 
orientation and i t s  effect - unlike the aped-scale 
ambiguity - is to distort the shape. 

2. GlobaI rigidity and independent motion 

Existing appraarhea place a lot of crnph~qis on 
global sigidit,~. Despite this i t  is well known that 
t w o  (evcn orthographic) views give vivid 3D im- 
pressions even in t h ~  presence of a degrw of non- 
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rigidity such as the class of smooth transrorrna- 
tions e.g, bending tranafomations which are 1u- 
cally rigid [TI.  Many existing methods can not deal 
with multiple moving objects and they usually re- 
quire the input image to be segmented into parts 
corresponding with the same rigid body motion. 
Segmentation based on image velocities alone is a 
non-trivial ttask if the image velocity data is noisy. 

Our approach 

In  his paper we present an efficient and reliable solution 
to the structure from motion problem by avoiding small 
perspective effects or the constraint of global rigidity. 

We assume wurk perspective in a smdl  neighbour- 
hood and concentrate on shape and motion parameters 
which do not rely on perspective effects. The solution is 
however incomplete and motion and shape are expresd  
more qualitatively by spatial order (relative depths) and 
afine structure (Euclidean shape up to an arbitrary 3D 
affine transformation [TI). 

Thc algorithm is  bmed on a simple method of de- 
wrnprwing image veloci~ia? to remove the effect of viewer 
relations to 1~ave x component that depends simply on 
3D shape and viewer translational motion. It is a dc- 
velopment of the pionering work of Lvnguet-Iliains 
and Prazdny [lo] and Koenderink and V m  Doorn [5, 71 
(reviewed below). 

2 Theoretical framework 

2.1 Interpretat ion of image veIocities 
under perspective projection 

Consider an arbitrary c*ordinate system with lthe x - y 
plane s p a n n i n ~  the kmage plane m d  the z-axis aligned 
with the ray. Assume the viewcr to have a translational 
v~locity with components {U,,U?,U3) and an angular 
velocity with components { i l l rR2 , f l s j .  I R ~  the image 
veEocity field at a point (x,y) in the  vicinity of Q he 
represented M a 2D vector field, J ( r , g )  with x and y 
components (u,v). The two components of the image 
velocity of a point in spacp, (X, Y, 2) d u e  to relative 
mot ion between the observer and the scene are given 
by [lo]: 

The image velocity consists of two components. The 
first component i s  determined by reIative translational 
velocity and encodes t h e  structure of the scene, Z. The 
second component depends only on rotational motion 
about the viewer centre (eye movements). It gives no 
useful information about the depth of the point or the 
shape of the visible surface. It is this rotational wm- 
ponent which complicates the interpretation oh visual 

motion. The effects of rotation are hard to extricate 
however, although numerous solutions have been p r ~ -  
posed [Ill. As a consequence, point image velocities 
and disparities do not encode shape in a simple efficient 
way since the rotational component ia often arbitrarily 
chmm to shift attention and gaze by camera rotations 
or eye movements. The rotational component can be 
removed if, ins ted  of using raw image motion the dif- 
ference of the image motions of a pair of pointa, is used. 
This is called motion pamllaz. 

2.2 Motion Parallax 
Consider two visual features at different depths whose 
projections on the  image plane are instantanmusly (x;, y;) 
1,2 and which have image velocities given by (I).  If 
these two featureg are instantaneously caiacident in the 
image, (x,, y l )  = ( x ~ , ~ ~ )  = ( r , y ) ,  their relative image 
velocity, (A,, A") - motion parallax - depends only on 
their relative invewdepths and on viewer trannlationd 
velocity. It is independent of (and hence insensitive to 
errors in) the angular rotatian Q: 

Equations (2) can be used to a recover a linear constraint 
on the: direction of translation. Namely: 

The use of "motion parallax" for robust determination of 
the direction of translation U and relative deptha from 
irnagc velocities was described by hngue t -Hia im and 
Pradny  [lo] and Rieger and Lawton 1121. The t h e  
ary above reIating relative depth to parallax however 
assumed that the two points were instantaneously c e  
incident in the image. In practice, point paira u d  as 
features will not coincide and this formulation can not 
be used in general. In the next section we will show 
how an effective motion parallax vector can be com- 
puted by considering the image velocities of points in a 
small neighbourhood. Ure first review the  invariant- of 
the image velocity field and how they wlate to 3D shape 
and motion. 

2.3 Aff3ne transformat ion 

For a sufficiently small field of view (defined precisely in 
[13]) and smooth change in viewpoint the image veloc- 
ity field and the change in apparent image shape for a 
smooth surface is well approximated by a linear (aflnc) 
translormation 16, 51. 

To first order the image velocity field at a point (I, y) 
in the neighbourhood of a given visual direction is given 



by: 

The firat term is a vector [uo, uo] representing a pure 
translation (specifying the change in image position of 
the centroid of the shape) while the sccond term is  a 2 x 2 
tensor - the velocity grd ient  tensor - and represents the 
clistortion of the image shape. The latter can be decorn- 
posed into independent components which have simple 
gmrnetsic interpretations. These are a 2D rigid rotation 
(vosticity), specifying the change in orientation, curlq; 
an isotropic expansion (divergence) speciiying a change 
in scale, divv"; and a pure shear or deformation which 
describes the distortion of the image shape (expansion 
in a specified direction with contraction in a perpen- 
dicular direction in such a way that area i s  unchanged) 
described by a magnitude, dcfv', and the orientation of 
the axis of expansion (maximum extension), p. These 

I quantities can be defined aa combinations of lhe partial 
derivatives of the image velocity field, v' = (u ,  v ) ,  a t  an 
image point (s, y).  

2.4 Differentialinvariants of irnageve- 
locity field and their relation to 3D 
shape and motion 

The differential invariants depend on the viewer motion 
and depth, Z and the relation between the viewing di- 
rection (ray, Q) and the surface orientation in a simple 

and geometrically intuitive way. They are surnrnarised 
below. We define two 2D vector quantities: A, the com- 
ponent d translational velocity parallel to the image 
plane scaled by depth, 2, ( ( U ,  /Z, U2 JZ ) )  and F to rep- 
resent kha surface orientation: 

IF1 = t a n u  ( 5 )  
LF = r k6) 

where o and r are the slant and till of the surface re- 
spectively. 

where p (which specifies the axis of maximum extension) 
bisects A and F: 

The geometric significance of these equations is eas- 
ily seen with a few exmples .  For example, a translation 
towards the surface patch leads ta a uniform expansion 
in the image, i.e. positive divergence. This encodes the 
distance to the ohject which due to the speed-cale am- 
biguity ia more conveniently expressed as a time to con- 
tact, 1,. Translational motion perpendicular to the vi- 
sual direction r m u l t ~  in image deformation with a mag- 
nitude which is determined by the slant of the surface, a 

and with an axis depending on the tilt of thc surface, T 

and the direction of the viewer tranalation. Divergence 
(due to iormhortening) and curl components may also 
he present. 

Note that divergence and deformation are unaffected 
by (and hence insensitive to errors in) viewer rotations 
such as panning or tilting of the camera whereas these 
lead to considerable changes in point image velocities or 
disparities, 

We note that measurement of the differential invari- 
ants in a single ncighbourhood is insufficient to to com- 
pletely solve for the structure and motion since (7,8,9,I 0) 
are four equations in the six unknowns of scene struc- 
ture and motion. In a single neighbourhood a complete 
solution would require the computation of second order 
derivatives 1101 to generate sufficient equations to solve 
for the unknowns. Even then the solution of the result- 
ing set of non-linear equations is non-trivia!. 

In [I]  we show how the 3D interpretation of the dif- 
ferential invariants of the image velocity field is Pspe- 
cially suited to the domain of active vision in which 
the  viewer makes deliberate: (although sometimes im- 
precise) motions, or in stereo vision, where the relative 
positions of the two carnerm (eyes) are constrained while 
the cameras (eyes) are free to make arbitrary rotations 
(eye movements). Estimates of the divergence and de- 
formation of the image velocity fidd, augmented with 
constraints on the direction of translation, are then suf- 
ficient to eficiently determine the ohject st~rface orienta- 

tion and time to contact. In this sequel we show how to 
use the differentiat invariants measured from a minimum 
of three points and the relative motion of R fourth point 
to efficiently and reliably estimate the certain attrihutea 
of the scene structure and the 3D motion. 

3 Parallax-based SFM 

We now describe the main theoretical contribution of 
this paper. We present a method that computes an ef- 
Fective paraIlar rnolian even when image features do not 
coincide, 

Consider the image motion of a point P in the image 
plane. In a small neighbourhood of P consider the image 
motion of a triplet of points A, B, C (figure 1). As shown 
above for a small enough neighbourhood the image v e  
locities in the plane defined by the three points can bc 
approximated by an afine transformation. The veIocity 
of a virtual point, P', which is coincidcnt with P but  
ties on the plane can thus be determined as a l i n ~ a r  sum 
of the image velocit iea of the othpr t h m  points. The dif- 
ference between the motion of the virtual point, P', and 
the real point, P ,  is equivalenk to the  motion parallax 
between P and a point coincident in the imagr but at 
a different depth. As shown above this pseud~para l lax  
vector constrains khe direction of translation and allows 
us to effectively cancel the effects of viewer rotations. 



We now show below that the analysis of structure from 
motion based on pseudo-parallax instead of raw image 
velocities is considerably simplified. 

3.2 3D qualitative interpretation 

We now show how to recover reliable, although incom- 
plete shape and motion properties from the image ve- 
locity of points relative to a triplet of featurea in a small 
neighbourhood. 

The main resuit follows directly from the parallax 
result described above. Namely that the direction of the 
parallax velocity can determine a constraint on the the 
projection of the direction of translation, LA, when we 
consider the image velocities in its neighbourhood. Mote 
that we have not determined the magnitude of A. This 
would, in fact, be equivalent to knowing the direction 
of tranalation, We have aimply determined a line in the 
image in which the direction of translation must pierce 

the image plane. Without loss of generality aqsume that 
position of the fourlh point is aligned with the optical 
axis at (0,O). This can always be achieved by rotating 
the camera about its optical centre, A solution can be 
obtained in the following way. 

1. Determine the projection of the direction of trana- 
lation, LA, from the relative image motion of a 
fourth point relative to the image moEion of a 
nrighbourhood triplet. Note that if the visual mo- 
tion ariacs from the rotation ot a rigid object in- 

front of a stationary camera, the projection of the 
axis of rotation will be perpendicular to A. 

2. Compute the curl, divergence and deformation (axes 
and magnitude) from the image velocities of the 3 
points from {7,8,9,10), 

3. The axis OF expansion ( p )  of the deformation com- 
ponent and the projection in the image of the di- 
rection of translation (LA) allow the tecavery of 
the tilt, 7, of the planar triangle from ( I  0). 

4. The s lant  of the surface can not be fixed but is 
constrained depending on the magnitude of A by 
(9). Thia i~ an exposition of the bas-mlief ambi- 
guity (explained below). Knowing the  "turn" of 
the abject allows us to fix the orientation of the 
surface and vice versa. However, in general, from 
2 views with no perspective effects surface orien- 
tation is recovered as a one-parameter family of 
solutions. 

5. Having determined the tilt of the surface and the 
slant as a function of IAI it is possible to recover 
the important relative motion parameters such as 
change in overall scale and rotation about the im- 
age axis from the equations relating image diver- 
gence and curl to the motion and structure pa- 
rameters. We can then subtract the cantribution 
due to the surface orientation and viewer transla- 
tion parallel to the image axis from the image di- 

vergence (8). This is equal to Idefv'l c m ( ~  - LA). 
The remaining component of divergence ie d u e  to 
movement towards or away from h e  abject. Thia 
can be used to recover the time to contact, 1, or to 
express the change in overall scale due to a change 
in the  distance between t h e  object and viewer, 
U3IZ.  This can he recovered despite the fact that 
the viewer translation m y  not be paratlel to the 
visual direction. 

6. Similarly we can then subtract the contribution 
due lo the surface orientation and viewer tranata- 
tion parallel to the image sxia from the image curl 
(7). This is equal to Jdeiv'lsin(r - LA). The re- 
maining component of curl is due to a rotation of 
the object/c;rruera ahout the direction of the ray 
( the  cyclotoraion), Rg. 

The advantage of thia formulation is that camem ro- 
tations do nok affect the estirnatian of shape and dis- 
tance. The ~ffecta of errors in the direction of trannla- 
tion are clearly evident m scaling8 in depth or by s 30 
efline tranaformation 17). The qumtitiea listed above 
are the only parameters which can be reliably extracted 
from t h e  image velocities in a small field of view. 

The bu.-relief ambiguity manifests itself in the ap- 
pearance of surface orientation, F, with A. Incteming 
the slant of the s u r l ~ r  F while scaling the movement by 
the same amount wilS leave the local image velocity field 
unchanged. Thus, from two weak perspective views and 

with no knowled~e of the viewer tranalation, it ia im- 
possihlc to determine whether the deformation in the 
image is dut- to a large (equivalent to a large "turn" 
of tIrc object or "vergence angle") and a small slant or 
a l i trg ~ l a n t  and a small rotation around the object. 
Fqi~imlcntl y a nearby "shallow" object will produce the 
anme effect as a far &way "deepn structure. We can only 
recover the  depth gradient F up to an unknown scale. 
These ambiguities are clearly e x p d  with thia analysis 
whereas thia insight is sometimes lost in the purely al- 
gorithmic approaches to solving the equations of motion 
From the observed point image velocities. A consequcnce 
of the  latter ia the numerically ill-conditioned nature of 
structure from motion solutions when perspective effects 
are srnal!. In this analysis we have avoided attempting to 
recover absolute surface orientations. The resulting 3D 
shape and motion is however qualitative since we have 
not been able to recover the  directian OF translation. 

4 Implement at ion and Applica- 
t ions 

We have shown that the image motion of a minimum 
of four arbitrary points on a moving rigid object can be 
used to describe qualitatively the translation and rota- 
tion of a rigid object. In particular far a rotating object 
in front of a stationary camera image translations can be 
interpreted aa small object translations paralle! to the 



image pIane; changes in ~ c a l e  (computed from the diver- 
p n c r  after subtracting the effects of foreshortening) are 
interpreted LS movement along the optical axis; motion 
parallax is interpreted a resulting from the component 
of rotation of R rigid ohject about an axis parallel to the 
image  plan^; and 22D image rotations (computed from 
curl crrmponcnt after subtracting the component due to 
surface orientation) are int~rpreted as a rotation about 
the optical axis. This solution is not complete since we 
are not a h l ~  to determine the exact ratios of t h e  compo- 
nents of translation and rotation par~llel  to the image 
plane to those along thv optical axis. The information 
extracted is  however inspnsi tive to small perspective ef- 
fects and can be uwd in many tasks requiring 3D infe~- 
cnces of shape and motion. 

We now dmcrihe n simple implementation in which 
this information i a  used to interpret hand and head ges- 
tures for n man-machine interface by tracking apprapri- 
ate features. We present a simple real-time example in 

which the 3D hand gmt~~rca arc used as the interface 
to a graphics system to generate changes in the view- 
ing position and  orientation of an object displayed on a 
computer graphics system. 

?'he 31) motions of the hand are automatically inter- 
preted as either small translations parallel to the image 
plane (image translations with zero paralliut motion and 
zero dvformations); changerr in scale (zero parallax rnw 
lion with non-zero div~rgence); rotations of the object 
about an axis specifitd by t h e  parallax motion vrctor 

(non-zero parallax, deformation, curl and divergence). 
In the  present implementation 4 colour markers placed 

on a hand-held object {fimre 2) or a glove (figure 3) 
arp tracked in real-time (SOHx) using purpose huiit im- 
age proceasing system for detecting and tracking image 
Icatures 181. The interpretation of the visual motion 
i s  carried out on a host workstation and its results are 
communicated to a paphics workstation which responds 
by changing the position and orientation of a computer 
9;raphica model (see figure 3). Since the algorithm does 
not produce quantitative values of rotation i t  must be 
used with visual feedback - the user must continurn to 
rotate or translation his hand until the object hm r e  
tatpd/translatcd by the desired amount. Real-time tests 
a t  the Tokyo Data Show 1992 have sucmsfuIly demon- 
strated the usefulness and reliability of this partial sa- 
lution to structure from motion. 

5 Conclusions 

W e  have presented an efficient and geometrically intu- 
itive algorit hrn lo reliably interpret the image velocities 
ol a minimum of four points on a moving objects un- 
d ~ r  weak perspective using motion parallax. Prelimi- 
nary implemen~ation b ~ s p d  on tracking coloured mark- 
ers bas proved khc power and reliability of this a I p  
rithrn even in the prescnce of small perspective elFects 
and non-rigidity. The ~o1ution is however incomplete, In 
principle it can he augmented into a complete solution 

to atructurc from motion with additional constraints. 
Knowledgc of the slant of the plane containing R of the 
reference points from monocular cues, lor example, al- 
lows us  to determine the exact direction of translation 
or angle of rotation of the object. Adding additional 
vicwa wilI also allow a complete solution but this may, 
in general, be ilt-conditioned unlws a large number of 
virws and image velocities are processed [Id]. We be- 
lieve, however, that the qualitative partial solution ia 
preferable in many visual tasks which require shape and 
motion cues since it can he computed reliably and effi- 
ciently. 

We are aiming to develop a more practical glove free 
real-time system to detect and track arbitrary grey-Ievel 
image features using rmss-cornlolion. We arc also in- 
ve~t~igating algorithms to group image velocities into in-  
dependently moving rigid body motions bmed on their 
parallax velocities. We are also improving the rcliabil- 
ity of the solution by i n t e ~ a t i n g  information from more 
points and views. 
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Figure 2: Real-time tracking of coloured marken and 
mexrrurement of visual motion. 

CoIaur marker detection and tracking is performed on a 
purpose Quilt image ppacemor. Colour markers are de- 
tected b y  comparing the pizcls intensities i n  e validnlion 
un'ndow .qenemted by the tmeker lo the coIour o j  the fea- 
iuw being tracked (fought by showing in the beginning of 
ench session). If o colour b h b  i.9 detected its convet hull 
co-ordinates am passed onlo a fmcker which controls the 
position of ihe search/volidation window in  the next rm- 
age. If a tolour blob iR not jound the validation window 
size is doubled until it reaches iis mazimum of 128 x 
12%. Detecteci pixels and windouls for each jealurpl nrr: 
shown superimposed on the image o f 4  colour attached to  
a glove. Each window is controlled b y  a separate p m e s -  
sor. The spatial positions of the balls is unknown. The 
Image motion of these 4 p i n t s  is auficient to determine 
the SD motion gualitat~vely. In this case the motion is 
correc!ly interpmted a.9 arising from a miation about o 
verl iml  a*$. 

Figure 1: Motion parallax from the image motion af a 
point P relative to a triangle of 3 points. 

Motion parnllaz ia defined as the mlatiue image motion 
oj P points which are instantaneowly mincidcni in the 
image but mi! diflerent depths. This w n  be computed 

in pmcfice Jrom the relative motion 01 a 4th point, P ,  
reiative to a srnalf neighlmurhood tiefined by a triangle 
of three image points, A, B, C .  The image positions of 
A,  R,C con be used Lo predict the image position of a 
utrtual point lying on  the same plane, P' and instan- 
Eanenasly co-ineidenl with P in the first view. The two 
poinLq will not, however, coincide In the ~ c c o n d  view (un- 
le.q.9 P Iics in the same plane as A, R, C) and their scl- 
olive vehxily, P'P  is equivalent to the motion pamllaz. 

Figure 3: Vision intedace using 3D hand p t u m  and a 
wireless glove. 

Movement of the hand maulls in relative image motion 
between the images of the colouwd markers. The por- 
ollar motion vector and the divergence, curl and defor- 
mation components of the afine tmnsJomalioa o j  an 
arbitmry drrangit o j  poinb ore auficienl to determine 
the projection of fhe ozLq of mtaiion, change i n  scale 
(room) and the cyclotorsion. This information i!t sent 
lo a computer gmphics workstation and the image ofa 
mdcI  is changed accordingly (Imnslation, miatron and 
change in scale). 




